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Tesfaye Gebreab Ye Burka Zemita
An Excellent MysteryHead of Zeus
A NYTBR Editor’s Choice “This is a book of radical empathy,
crossing many borders – not just borders that separate nations,
but also borders of form, borders of meaning, and borders of
possibility. It is powerful and humane and deserves to find a
wide, wandering readership.” — Mohsin Hamid, author of Exit
West In this extraordinary book, an acclaimed young war
reporter chronicles a dangerous journey on the smuggler’s road
to Europe, accompanying his friend, an Afghan refugee, in
search of a better future. In 2016, a young Afghan driver and
translator named Omar makes the heart-wrenching choice to
flee his war-torn country, saying goodbye to Laila, the love of
his life, without knowing when they might be reunited again.
He is one of millions of refugees who leave their homes that
year. Matthieu Aikins, a journalist living in Kabul, decides to
follow his friend. In order to do so, he must leave his own
passport and identity behind to go underground on the refugee
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trail with Omar. Their odyssey across land and sea from
Afghanistan to Europe brings them face to face with the people
at heart of the migration crisis: smugglers, cops, activists, and
the men, women and children fleeing war in search of a better
life. As setbacks and dangers mount for the two friends,
Matthieu is also drawn into the escape plans of Omar’s entire
family, including Maryam, the matriarch who has fought
ferociously for her children’s survival. Harrowing yet hopeful,
this exceptional work brings into sharp focus one of the most
contentious issues of our times. The Naked Don’t Fear the
Water is a tale of love and friendship across borders, and an
inquiry into our shared journey in a divided world.
A groundbreaking look at the NSA surveillance scandal, from
the reporter who broke the story, Glenn Greenwald, star of
Citizenfour, the Academy Award-winning documentary on
Edward Snowden In May 2013, Glenn Greenwald set out for
Hong Kong to meet an anonymous source who claimed to have
astonishing evidence of pervasive government spying and
insisted on communicating only through heavily encrypted
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channels. That source turned out to be the 29-year-old NSA
contractor and whistleblower Edward Snowden, and his
revelations about the agency's widespread, systemic overreach
proved to be some of the most explosive and consequential
news in recent history, triggering a fierce debate over national
security and information privacy. As the arguments rage on and
the government considers various proposals for reform, it is
clear that we have yet to see the full impact of Snowden's
disclosures. Now for the first time, Greenwald fits all the pieces
together, recounting his high-intensity ten-day trip to Hong
Kong, examining the broader implications of the surveillance
detailed in his reporting for The Guardian, and revealing fresh
information on the NSA's unprecedented abuse of power with
never-before-seen documents entrusted to him by Snowden
himself. Going beyond NSA specifics, Greenwald also takes on
the establishment media, excoriating their habitual avoidance
of adversarial reporting on the government and their failure to
serve the interests of the people. Finally, he asks what it means
both for individuals and for a nation's political health when a
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government pries so invasively into the private lives of its
citizens—and considers what safeguards and forms of oversight
are necessary to protect democracy in the digital age. Coming
at a landmark moment in American history, No Place to Hide is
a fearless, incisive, and essential contribution to our
understanding of the U.S. surveillance state.
The Moment of Lift
Madison's Sorrow
Start with No
Water, Agriculture, Governance and Livelihoods
Today's War on the Founders and America's Liberal Ideal
Start with No offers a contrarian, counterintuitive system for
negotiating any kind of deal in any kind of situation—the purchase
of a new house, a multimillion-dollar business deal, or where to
take the kids for dinner. Think a win-win solution is the best way to
make the deal? Think again. For years now, win-win has been the
paradigm for business negotiation. But today, win-win is just the
seductive mantra used by the toughest negotiators to get the other
side to compromise unnecessarily, early, and often. Win-win
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negotiations play to your emotions and take advantage of your
instinct and desire to make the deal. Start with No introduces a
system of decision-based negotiation that teaches you how to
understand and control these emotions. It teaches you how to
ignore the siren call of the final result, which you can’t really
control, and how to focus instead on the activities and behavior
that you can and must control in order to successfully negotiate
with the pros. The best negotiators: * aren’t interested in
“yes”—they prefer “no” * never, ever rush to close, but always let
the other side feel comfortable and secure * are never needy; they
take advantage of the other party’s neediness * create a “blank
slate” to ensure they ask questions and listen to the answers, to
make sure they have no assumptions and expectations * always
have a mission and purpose that guides their decisions * don’t send
so much as an e-mail without an agenda for what they want to
accomplish * know the four “budgets” for themselves and for the
other side: time, energy, money, and emotion * never waste time
with people who don’t really make the decision Start with No is full
of dozens of business as well as personal stories illustrating each
point of the system. It will change your life as a negotiator. If you
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put to good use the principles and practices revealed here, you will
become an immeasurably better negotiator.
The Nile provides freshwater not only for domestic and industrial
use, but also for irrigated agriculture, hydropower dams and the
vast fisheries resource of the lakes of Central Africa. The Nile River
Basin covers the whole Nile Basin and is based on the results of
three major research projects supported by the Challenge Program
on Water and Food (CPWF). It provides unique and up-to-date
insights on agriculture, water resources, governance, poverty,
productivity, upstream-downstream linkages, innovations, future
plans and their implications. Specifically, the book elaborates the
history and the major current and future challenges and
opportunities of the Nile river basin. It analyzes the basin
characteristics using statistical data and modern tools such as
remote sensing and geographic information systems. Population
distribution, poverty and vulnerability linked to production system
and water access are assessed at the international basin scale, and
the hydrology of the region is also analysed. This text provides indepth scientific model adaptation results for hydrology, sediments,
benefit sharing, and payment for environmental services based on
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detailed scientific and experimental work of the Blue Nile Basin.
Production systems as they relate to crops, livestock, fisheries and
wetlands are analyzed for the whole Blue and White Nile basin
including their constraints. Policy, institutional and technological
interventions that increase productivity of agriculture and use of
water are also assessed. Water demand modeling, scenario
analysis, and tradeoffs that inform future plans and opportunities
are included to provide a unique, comprehensive coverage of the
subject.
A strident argument about the dangers of compromise in art,
politics, and everyday life On Compromise is an argument against
contemporary liberal society’s tendency to view compromise as an
unalloyed good—politically, ethically, and artistically. In a series of
clear, convincing essays, Rachel Greenwald Smith discusses the
dangers of thinking about compromise as an end rather than as a
means. To illustrate her points, she recounts her stint in a band as
a bass player, fighting with her bandmates about “what the song
wants,” and then moves outward to Bikini Kill and the Riot Grrrl
movement, the Iowa Writers’ Workshop, Poetry magazine, the
resurgence of fascism, and other wide-ranging topics. Smith’s
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arguments are complex and yet have a simplicity to them, as she
writes in a concise, cogent style that is eminently readable. By
weaving examples drawn from literature, music, and other art
forms with political theory and first-person anecdotes, she shows
the problems of compromise in action. And even as Smith
demonstrates the many ways that late capitalism demands
individual compromise, she also holds out hope for the possibility of
lasting change through collective action. Closing with a piercing
discussion of the uncompromising nature of the COVID-19 pandemic
and how global protests against racism and police brutality after
the murder of George Floyd point to a new future, On Compromise
is a necessary and vital book for our time.
Bold Solutions for a Broken System
Dreamland
A Brief History of the Twenty-first Century
The Naked Don't Fear the Water
The Shattering: America in the 1960s
This Independence Day edition of The World is Flat 3.0 includes an an exclusive
preview of That Used to Be Us: How America Fell Behind in the World It Invented and
How We Can Come Back, by Thomas L. Friedman and Michael Mandelbaum, on sale
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September 5th, 2011. A New Edition of the Phenomenal #1 Bestseller "One mark of a
great book is that it makes you see things in a new way, and Mr. Friedman certainly
succeeds in that goal," the Nobel laureate Joseph E. Stiglitz wrote in The New York
Times reviewing The World Is Flat in 2005. In this new edition, Thomas L. Friedman
includes fresh stories and insights to help us understand the flattening of the world.
Weaving new information into his overall thesis, and answering the questions he has
been most frequently asked by parents across the country, this third edition also
includes two new chapters--on how to be a political activist and social entrepreneur in a
flat world; and on the more troubling question of how to manage our reputations and
privacy in a world where we are all becoming publishers and public figures. The World
Is Flat 3.0 is an essential update on globalization, its opportunities for individual
empowerment, its achievements at lifting millions out of poverty, and its
drawbacks--environmental, social, and political, powerfully illuminated by the Pulitzer
Prize--winning author of The Lexus and the Olive Tree.
Confronting Nazi evil is the subject of the latest installment in the mega-bestselling
Killing series As the true horrors of the Third Reich began to be exposed immediately
after World War II, the Nazi war criminals who committed genocide went on the run. A
few were swiftly caught, including the notorious SS leader, Heinrich Himmler. Others,
however, evaded capture through a sophisticated Nazi organization designed to hide
them. Among those war criminals were Josef Mengele, the “Angel of Death” who
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performed hideous medical experiments at Auschwitz; Martin Bormann, Hitlerʼs brutal
personal secretary; Klaus Barbie, the cruel "Butcher of Lyon"; and perhaps the most
awful Nazi of all: Adolf Eichmann. Killing the SS is the epic saga of the espionage and
daring waged by self-styled "Nazi hunters." This determined and disparate group
included a French husband and wife team, an American lawyer who served in the army
on D-Day, a German prosecutor who had signed an oath to the Nazi Party, Israeli
Mossad agents, and a death camp survivor. Over decades, these men and women
scoured the world, tracking down the SS fugitives and bringing them to justice, which
often meant death. Written in the fast-paced style of the Killing series, Killing the SS will
educate and stun the reader. The final chapter is truly shocking.
“Essential reading” ̶Booklist (starred) “Kevin OʼLeary tells this complex and alarming
story brilliantly.” ̶Robert Kuttner “OʼLeary could not be more timely…” ̶Norman
Ornstein “This beautifully written book is a must-read…” ̶Erwin Chemerinsky An eyeopening cultural history of the political revolution that has destroyed the Republican
Party and unleashed an illiberal crusade against the ideals of the Founding Fathers.
The story of America is the struggle between our liberal ideal and illiberal resistance.
Donald Trump catalyzed a reactionary revolution by tapping into the dark, shadowy side
of American democracy that embraces exclusion and inequality. Throughout American
history these alarming impulses have come to the forefront of our culture̶during the
Civil War, the era of the Robber Barons, and the Civil Rights Movement̶but have now
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come to fruition in the presidency of Donald Trump. Arguing that the contemporary
Republican Party is waging a counterrevolution against the core beliefs of the nation,
journalist and scholar Kevin C. OʼLeary cracks open American history to reveal the
essence of Americaʼs liberal heritage by critiquing the reactionary illiberal currents that
periodically threaten American democracy. American politics is no longer an ongoing
debate between liberals and conservatives because the new Republican Party
embraces the feudal values of the Old World. While there are millions of conservatives
in the population, the elected leadership of the GOP is deeply reactionary. Todayʼs
marriage of white-identity Southerners and their northern allies to moneyed libertarians
is no run-of-the-mill political partnership. Instead, it is extraordinarily dangerous.
Clearly, conservatives have lost their party. And without conservatives debating liberals
in an intellectual, respectful manner to address the nationʼs problems, Madisonian
democracy breaks down. A stimulating reinterpretation of the American experience,
Madisonʼs Sorrow exposes the intellectual and moral deficiencies of the illiberal right
while offering a robust defense of the liberal tradition.
Reflections on Loving
Edward Snowden, the NSA, and the U.S. Surveillance State
The Remarkable Odyssey of Angela Merkel
Finding Opportunity in the Twenty-First Century
How Empowering Women Changes the World
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This revised edition of the number-one bestseller and winner of
the 1989 National Book Award includes the Pulitzer Prize-winning
author's new, updated epilogue. One of the most thoughtprovoking books ever written about the Middle East, From Beirut
to Jerusalem remains vital to our understanding of this complex
and volatile region of the world. Three-time Pulitzer Prize
winner Thomas L. Friedman drew upon his ten years of experience
reporting from Lebanon and Israel to write this now-classic work
of journalism. In a new afterword, he updates his journey with a
fresh discussion of the Arab Awakenings and how they are
transforming the area, and a new look at relations between
Israelis and Palestinians, and Israelis and Israelis. Rich with
anecdote, history, analysis, and autobiography, From Beirut to
Jerusalem will continue to shape how we see the Middle East for
many years to come. "If you're only going to read one book on
the Middle East, this is it."--Seymour M. Hersh
The Pastor's Daughter -- Against the Tide -- Leipzig -- Berlin
-- 1989 -- The Apprentice -- To the Chancellery at Last -- Her
First American President -- Dictators -- The Private Chancellor
-- Limited Partners -- Europe is Speaking German Now -- "Get me
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Angela on the Phone" -- The Summer of Reem -- The Worst of Times
-- Enter Trump -- Something Has Changed in Our Country... -- A
Partner at Last? -- Toward the End.
A masterpiece of reporting on the Supreme Court’s most divisive
case, Roe v. Wade, and the unknown lives at its heart. Despite
her famous pseudonym, no one knows the truth about “Jane Roe,”
Norma McCorvey (1947–2017), whose unwanted pregnancy in 1970
opened a great fracture in American life. Journalist Joshua
Prager spent years with Norma, discovered her personal papers, a
previously unseen trove, and witnessed her final moments. With
an explosive revelation at the core of the case, he tells her
full story for the first time. Prager also traces Roe’s fiftyyear trajectory through three compelling figures: feminist
lawyer Linda Coffee, who filed the original Texas lawsuit yet
now lives in obscurity; Curtis Boyd, a former fundamentalist
Christian, today a leading provider of third-trimester
abortions; and Mildred Jefferson, the first Black female Harvard
Medical School graduate, who became a pro-life leader with great
secrets. Essential to our understanding of this key debate, the
right to choose or the right to life, The Family Roe will change
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the way you think about our enduring American divide.
Trauma, Truth, and the Trials of American Democracy
Killing the SS
The Hunt for the Worst War Criminals in History
The World Is Flat 3.0
A Kirkus Reviews Best Nonfiction Book of the Year From the National Book Award
winner, a masterful history of the decade whose conflicts shattered America’s postwar
order and divide us still. On July 4, 1961, the rising middle-class families of a Chicago
neighborhood gathered before their flag-bedecked houses, a confident vision of the
American Dream. That vision was shattered over the following decade, its inequities at
home and arrogance abroad challenged by powerful civil rights and antiwar
movements. Assassinations, social violence, and the blowback of a “silent majority”
shredded the American fabric. Covering the late 1950s through the early 1970s, The
Shattering focuses on the period’s fierce conflicts over race, sex, and war. The civil
rights movement develops from the grassroots activism of Montgomery and the sit-ins,
through the violence of Birmingham and the Edmund Pettus Bridge, to the frustrations
of King’s Chicago campaign, a rising Black nationalism, and the Nixon-era politics of
busing and the Supreme Court. The Vietnam war unfolds as Cold War policy, highstakes politics buffeted by powerful popular movements, and searing in-country
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experience. Americans’ challenges to government regulation of sexuality yield landmark
decisions on privacy rights, gay rights, contraception, and abortion. Kevin Boyle
captures the inspiring and brutal events of this passionate time with a remarkable
empathy that restores the humanity of those making this history. Often they are
everyday people like Elizabeth Eckford, enduring a hostile crowd outside her newly
integrated high school in Little Rock, or Estelle Griswold, welcoming her arrest for
dispensing birth control information in a Connecticut town. Political leaders also emerge
in revealing detail: we track Richard Nixon’s inheritances from Eisenhower and his debt
to George Wallace, who forged a message of racism mixed with blue-collar grievance
that Nixon imported into Republicanism. The Shattering illuminates currents that still run
through our politics. It is a history for our times.
"The Black Agenda mobilizes top Black experts from across the country to share
transformative perspectives on how to deploy anti-racist ideas and policies into
everything from climate policy to criminal justice to healthcare. This book will challenge
what you think is possible by igniting long overdue conversations around how to enact
lasting and meaningful change rooted in racial justice." —Ibram X. Kendi, #1 New York
Times bestselling author of How to Be an Antiracist and Stamped From the Beginning
From ongoing reports of police brutality to the disproportionate impact COVID-19 has
had on Black Americans, 2020 brought a renewed awareness to the deep-rootedness
of racism and white supremacy in every facet of American life. Edited by Anna Gifty
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Opoku-Agyeman, The Black Agenda is the first book of its kind—a bold and urgent
move towards social justice through a profound collection of essays featuring Black
scholars and experts across economics, education, health, climate, and technology. It
speaks to the question "What's next for America?" on the subjects of policy-making,
mental health, artificial intelligence, climate movement, the future of work, the LGBTQ
community, the criminal legal system, and much more. Essayists including Dr. Sandy
Darity, Dr. Hedwig Lee, Mary Heglar, and Janelle Jones present groundbreaking ideas
ranging from Black maternal and infant health to reparations to AI bias to inclusive
economic policy, with the potential to uplift and heal not only Black America, but the
entire country.
A #1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER. In this searing memoir, Congressman Jamie
Raskin tells the story of the forty-five days at the start of 2021 that permanently
changed his life—and his family’s—as he confronted the painful loss of his son to
suicide, lived through the violent insurrection in our nation’s Capitol, and led the
impeachment effort to hold President Trump accountable for inciting the political
violence. On December 31, 2020, Tommy Raskin, the only son of Maryland
Congressman Jamie Raskin, tragically took his own life after a long struggle with
depression. Seven days later on January 6, Congressman Raskin returned to Congress
to help certify the 2020 Presidential election results, when violent insurrectionists led by
right wing extremist groups stormed the U.S. Capitol hoping to hand four more years of
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power to President Donald Trump. As our reeling nation mourned the deaths of
numerous people and lamented the injuries of more than 140 police officers hurt in the
attack, Congressman Raskin, a Constitutional law professor, was called upon to put
aside his overwhelming grief—both personal and professional—and lead the
impeachment effort against President Trump for inciting the violence. Together this ninemember team of House impeachment managers riveted a nation still in anguish, putting
on an unprecedented Senate trial that produced the most bipartisan Presidential
impeachment vote in American history. Now for the first time, Congressman Raskin
discusses this unimaginable convergence of personal and public trauma, detailing how
the painful loss of his son and the power of Tommy’s convictions fueled the
Congressman’s work in the aftermath of modern democracy’s darkest day. Going inside
Congress on January 6, he recounts the horror of that day, a day that he and other
Democrats had spent months preparing for under the correct assumption that they
would encounter an attempted electoral coup—not against a President but for one. And
yet, on January 6, he faced the one thing he had failed to anticipate: mass political
violence designed to block Biden’s election. With an inside account of leading the team
prosecuting President Trump in the Senate, Congressman Raskin shares never before
told stories of just how close we came to losing our democracy that fateful day and lays
out the methodical prosecution that convinced Democrats and Republicans alike of
Trump’s responsibility for inciting insurrectionary violence against our government.
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Through it all, he reckons with the loss of his brilliant, remarkable son, a Harvard Law
student whose values and memory continually inspired the Congressman to confront
the dark impulses unleashed by Donald Trump. At turns, a moving story of a father
coping with his pain and a revealing examination of holding President Trump
accountable for the violence he fomented, this book is a vital reminder of the ongoing
struggle for the soul of American democracy and the perseverance that our Constitution
demands from us all.
The Family Roe: An American Story
The Chancellor
Unthinkable
Hot, Flat, and Crowded 2.0
The True Tale of America's Opiate Epidemic
AN INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “I find myself thinking
deeply about what it means to love America, as I surely do.” —Dan Rather At
a moment of crisis over our national identity, venerated journalist Dan
Rather has emerged as a voice of reason and integrity, reflecting on—and
writing passionately about—what it means to be an American. Now, with this
collection of original essays, he reminds us of the principles upon which the
United States was founded. Looking at the freedoms that define us, from the
vote to the press; the values that have transformed us, from empathy to
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inclusion to service; the institutions that sustain us, such as public
education; and the traits that helped form our young country, such as the
audacity to take on daunting challenges in science and medicine, Rather
brings to bear his decades of experience on the frontlines of the world’s
biggest stories. As a living witness to historical change, he offers up an
intimate view of history, tracing where we have been in order to help us
chart a way forward and heal our bitter divisions. With a fundamental sense
of hope, What Unites Us is the book to inspire conversation and listening,
and to remind us all how we are, finally, one.
Winner of the NBCC Award for General Nonfiction Named on Amazon's Best
Books of the Year 2015--Michael Botticelli, U.S. Drug Czar (Politico)
Favorite Book of the Year--Angus Deaton, Nobel Prize Economics
(Bloomberg/WSJ) Best Books of 2015--Matt Bevin, Governor of Kentucky
(WSJ) Books of the Year--Slate.com's 10 Best Books of 2015--Entertainment
Weekly's 10 Best Books of 2015 --Buzzfeed's 19 Best Nonfiction Books of
2015--The Daily Beast's Best Big Idea Books of 2015--Seattle Times' Best
Books of 2015--Boston Globe's Best Books of 2015--St. Louis PostDispatch's Best Books of 2015--The Guardian's The Best Book We Read All
Year--Audible's Best Books of 2015--Texas Observer's Five Books We Loved
in 2015--Chicago Public Library's Best Nonfiction Books of 2015 From a
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small town in Mexico to the boardrooms of Big Pharma to main streets
nationwide, an explosive and shocking account of addiction in the heartland
of America. In 1929, in the blue-collar city of Portsmouth, Ohio, a company
built a swimming pool the size of a football field; named Dreamland, it
became the vital center of the community. Now, addiction has devastated
Portsmouth, as it has hundreds of small rural towns and suburbs across
America--addiction like no other the country has ever faced. How that
happened is the riveting story of Dreamland. With a great reporter's
narrative skill and the storytelling ability of a novelist, acclaimed journalist
Sam Quinones weaves together two classic tales of capitalism run amok
whose unintentional collision has been catastrophic. The unfettered
prescribing of pain medications during the 1990s reached its peak in
Purdue Pharma's campaign to market OxyContin, its new,
expensive--extremely addictive--miracle painkiller. Meanwhile, a massive
influx of black tar heroin--cheap, potent, and originating from one small
county on Mexico's west coast, independent of any drug cartel--assaulted
small town and mid-sized cities across the country, driven by a brilliant,
almost unbeatable marketing and distribution system. Together these
phenomena continue to lay waste to communities from Tennessee to
Oregon, Indiana to New Mexico. Introducing a memorable cast of
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characters--pharma pioneers, young Mexican entrepreneurs, narcotics
investigators, survivors, and parents--Quinones shows how these tales fit
together. Dreamland is a revelatory account of the corrosive threat facing
America and its heartland.
A New York Times Book Review Notable Book of the Year A Washington
Post Best Book of the Year A Businessweek Best Business Book of the Year
A Chicago Tribune Best Book of the Year In this brilliant, essential book,
Pulitzer Prize-winning author Thomas L. Friedman speaks to America's
urgent need for national renewal and explains how a green revolution can
bring about both a sustainable environment and a sustainable America.
Friedman explains how global warming, rapidly growing populations, and
the expansion of the world's middle class through globalization have
produced a dangerously unstable planet--one that is "hot, flat, and
crowded." In this Release 2.0 edition, he also shows how the very habits that
led us to ravage the natural world led to the meltdown of the financial
markets and the Great Recession. The challenge of a sustainable way of life
presents the United States with an opportunity not only to rebuild its
economy, but to lead the world in radically innovating toward cleaner
energy. And it could inspire Americans to something we haven't seen in a
long time--nation-building in America--by summoning the intelligence,
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creativity, and concern for the common good that are our greatest national
resources. Hot, Flat, and Crowded is classic Thomas L. Friedman: fearless,
incisive, forward-looking, and rich in surprising common sense about the
challenge--and the promise--of the future.
There Is Nothing for You Here
The Negotiating Tools that the Pros Don't Want You to Know
An Excellent Mystery
What Unites Us
The Kaepernick Effect
Riveting and inspiring first-person stories of how “taking a knee”
triggered a political awakening among athletes of all ages and levels,
from the celebrated sportswriter “With profiles of courage that leap
of the page, Zirin uncovers a whole national movement of citizenathletes fighting for racial justice.” —Ibram X. Kendi, National Book
Award–winning author of Stamped from the Beginning Hailed by
Publishers Weekly in a starred review as “an enthralling look at the
impact of peaceful protest by sports figures at the high school,
college, and professional levels,” The Kaepernick Effect explores the
story of how quarterback Colin Kaepernick’s simple act of “taking a
knee” spread like wildfire throughout American society, becoming the
preeminent public symbol of resistance to America’s persistent racial
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inequality. In this powerful book, critically acclaimed sports
journalist and author Dave Zirin chronicles “the Kaepernick effect”
for the first time, through “a riveting collection of first-person
stories” (The Nation) from high school athletes and coaches, college
stars and high-powered athletic directors, and professional athletes
across many different sports—from Megan Rapinoe to Michael Bennett. In
each case, he uncovers the fascinating explanations and motivations
behind what became a mass political movement in sports. “Necessary
reading for all, especially those who want to make a difference in
promoting social justice, equity, and inclusion, and end police
brutality” (Library Journal, starred review), The Kaepernick Effect is
for anyone seeking to get involved in the new movement for racial
justice in America: “Take a knee, everyone, and start a revolution”
(Kirkus Reviews).
NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER “In her book, Melinda tells the stories of
the inspiring people she’s met through her work all over the world,
digs into the data, and powerfully illustrates issues that need our
attention—from child marriage to gender inequity in the workplace.” —
President Barack Obama “The Moment of Lift is an urgent call to
courage. It changed how I think about myself, my family, my work, and
what’s possible in the world. Melinda weaves together vulnerable,
brave storytelling and compelling data to make this one of those rare
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books that you carry in your heart and mind long after the last page.”
— Brené Brown, Ph.D., author of the New York Times #1 bestseller Dare
to Lead “Melinda Gates has spent many years working with women around
the world. This book is an urgent manifesto for an equal society where
women are valued and recognized in all spheres of life. Most of all,
it is a call for unity, inclusion and connection. We need this message
more than ever.” — Malala Yousafzai "Melinda Gates's book is a lesson
in listening. A powerful, poignant, and ultimately humble call to
arms." — Tara Westover, author of the New York Times #1 bestseller
Educated A debut from Melinda Gates, a timely and necessary call to
action for women's empowerment. “How can we summon a moment of lift
for human beings – and especially for women? Because when you lift up
women, you lift up humanity.” For the last twenty years, Melinda Gates
has been on a mission to find solutions for people with the most
urgent needs, wherever they live. Throughout this journey, one thing
has become increasingly clear to her: If you want to lift a society
up, you need to stop keeping women down. In this moving and compelling
book, Melinda shares lessons she’s learned from the inspiring people
she’s met during her work and travels around the world. As she writes
in the introduction, “That is why I had to write this book—to share
the stories of people who have given focus and urgency to my life. I
want all of us to see ways we can lift women up where we live.”
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Melinda’s unforgettable narrative is backed by startling data as she
presents the issues that most need our attention—from child marriage
to lack of access to contraceptives to gender inequity in the
workplace. And, for the first time, she writes about her personal life
and the road to equality in her own marriage. Throughout, she shows
how there has never been more opportunity to change the world—and
ourselves. Writing with emotion, candor, and grace, she introduces us
to remarkable women and shows the power of connecting with one
another. When we lift others up, they lift us up, too.
A celebrated foreign policy expert and key impeachment witness reveals
how declining opportunity has set America on the grim path of modern
Russia--and draws on her personal journey out of poverty, and her
unique perspectives as an historian and policy maker, to show how we
can return hope to our forgotten places.
Adefris
Taking a Knee, Changing the World
On Compromise
Why We Need a Green Revolution--and How It Can Renew America
Reflections on Patriotism
Essays by the popular author of Love treat every facet of
relationships and challenge readers to earn the love they seek through
soul-searching, prizing differences between partners, and making the
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hard decision between fidelity and moving on. Reprint.
In the hot, dry August of 1141, England is still torn by civic strife.
Amidst the carnage the Abbey of Hyde Meade is totally destroyed;its
resident brothers dispersed, finding refuge in the Abbey of
Shrewsbury. But Brother Cadfael realizes that two of these refugees
are not all that they appear to be.
Born for Love
The Black Agenda
An Ethiopian Novel in Amharic
The Nile River Basin
Art, Politics, and the Fate of an American Ideal
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